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Abstract

Objective: This paper explores the time variability of quality of life (QoL) in children

between 0 to 12 years of age.

Design: A systematic review of original studies, with at least two QoL assessments, and

published between 1966 and 1998. The publications were identified from medical and

psychological sources by computerised searches followed by manual selection.

Data synthesis: The 32 selected publications were discussed according to their general

characteristics, QoL assessment, longitudinal QoL research design and approaches to what

changes QoL.

Main results: Only two publications met all QoL assessment requirements (multi-factorial,

self-administered, subjective) as well as longitudinal requirements (clear description of

assessment period, recall period, sample size at end of study, longitudinal statistics).

 The approach to change that underlie the 32 publications can be described as: stable

physical health gives stable QoL and changes in physical health change QoL. This mixed model

can not be supported by current scientific knowledge.

Conclusions: More studies are needed that meet QoL assessment requirements as well as

longitudinal requirements. It should be acknowledged that psychological, social and situational

variables can change QoL as well. Discussion is necessary about what exactly changes QoL, as

this influences the planning of the assessments and guides the interpretation of changes.

Key words: Quality of life, health-related quality of life, children, paediatric, literature review,

longitudinal studies, follow-up.
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Introduction

As medical successes in keeping children with serious diseases alive increase, the children’s

quality of life (QoL) receives growing attention. It is recognised that a certain disease or side

effects of treatments can elicit quite different reactions in different children.1 QoL accounts for

these individual differences. As a result, QoL is increasingly used as one of the indicators of

whether or not medical treatment is successful.1,2 Although a widespread definition or

theoretical framework is missing, there is a growing consensus on four aspects of QoL: it is

multi-factorial (physical, psychological and social well-being), it is patient self-administered, it

is subjective, and its value is variable over time.1,3 We subscribe to the notion that these aspects

of QoL are useful paradigms in adults’ as well as children’s QoL.

Concerning the aspect of patient self-administration, we add the comment that children

cannot always be used as informants (too young or too ill) which makes a proxy respondent

necessary. The closer the relationship between child and proxy, the higher the agreement is

between them.4 This makes the parent the most preferable proxy informant about the child’s

QoL. It is generally assumed that in childhood development is more rapid and important than at

other stages in life. Given this, time variability is considered particularly relevant in children. In

longitudinal research the time variability of QoL is the explicit objective of study. Therefore,

the purpose of the present review is to explore children’s QoL in a longitudinal perspective.

Approaching changes in children’s QoL

The goal of a longitudinal study reveals implicit ideas of the investigators about the

changeability of QoL. Two main approaches to change can be distinguished in advance: The

first approach depends on a certain amount of invariability of QoL in time. This is expressed in
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studies that are conducted for the following reasons: (a) To describe QoL in a particular group,

for instance, to describe the impact of a disease on daily life or on the condition of a

patient5,6,7,8,9,10; (b) To describe developmental processes; for instance, to describe age trends in

a specific healthy sample or group of patients with a particular illness10, or to assess patterns

of QoL over time8; (c) to identify physical or psychological determinants of QoL5,10 and

predict future QoL from it6,11; (d) to predict morbidity and mortality using QoL as baseline

data5,7,8,10; or (e) to evaluate the test-retest reliability or reproducability of new QoL

instruments. Studies like these use a predictability approach to change, which is defined as the

maintenance of a relative position on particular characteristics over time.11 It can denote both

stability (absolute levels of a characteristic remain stable over time), as well as continuity

(consistency in relative rank over time on a characteristic).

The second approach emphasises the possibility of QoL to change over time. This is

expressed in studies conducted (f) to evaluate the effect of an intervention or treatment on

QoL1,5,6,7,8,10; or (g) to evaluate the responsiveness to change of a new QoL instrument.  Studies

like these use a plasticity approach to change, which is defined as describing the ability of an

individual to change in characteristics over time. The plasticity approach is considered to be the

changeable and time-variable aspect of development.11

Predictability (invariability) and plasticity (changeability) intuitively represent opposing

characteristics. Therefore, the way change is approached needs to be further elaborated as we

endeavour to study longitudinal QoL in children.
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Questions to be answered in the review

In this systematic review the answers on the following questions were searched for.

a) How many QoL studies in children used a longitudinal perspective? In what area and in

what age ranges were they performed?

b) Has QoL in these publications been defined and measured according to the current

consensus?

c) Did the aim of the study have implications for the definition of QoL, the research design, or

the approach to change?

d) Is it possible to draw general conclusions from these studies about QoL changes in children?

e) 

Method

Criteria for Selecting Studies

1. Only original studies were included; reviews or theoretical papers without new data were

excluded.

2. The majority of the subjects had to be between the ages of 0 and 12 years at the first QoL

assessment.

3. At least two assessments of QoL had to be reported

4. The author(s) had to declare that their instruments assessed QoL

5. It had to be a prospective study

6. Studies with children with a mental retardation or with psychiatric patients were excluded.
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Literature Base

We conducted a computer search using the following CD-ROM data bases: MEDLINE

Express (1966-7/98), OVID-MEDLINE (1966-7/1998), PsycLIT (1967- 6/1998), PsycLIT

Journal Articles (1991-12/1997), PsycLIT Chapters&Books (1974-12/1997), EMBASE (1979-

1997), CC Search (1995-8/1998) and Pascal BioMed (1990-1997). To identify QoL studies the

search terms Quality of life and Life Quality were used. In order to find studies in children

between 0-12 years of age the following search terms were used: child, children , childhood,

pediatr*, paediatr* or infant. To include longitudinal studies the following terms were used:

longitudinal, longterm, long-term, long term, followup, follow-up, follow up, stability, stable,

change, changes, increase, decrease, improve*, develop*. The position of the search terms in the

records was not restricted, because longitudinal measurement of QoL in children was allowed to

be an incidental or subsidiary aspect of a study. Search hits were captured into a computer

database. Doubles were merged in a way that original CD-ROM data bases could be traced. The

resulting references were all manually/visually studied to see if the selection criteria were met. If

the publication language of the selected reference was English, a reprint of the paper was

obtained from the university library. Available papers were studied in full in order to conclude

whether they fitted the selection criteria.

Data synthesis

a) The numeric result of the computer search was presented.

b) General characteristics of the studies were listed using the following elements: year of

publication, country in which the study was performed, years of children’s birth, sample

size, age at first assessment, description of subjects’ characteristics, study aim, importance
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of QoL in the study (main or subsidiary objective) and variables that were measured in

addition to QoL.

c) The QoL assessment was given using the following elements: name of the QoL

instrument(s), generic or disease specific instrument, type of instrument (utility, uni-

dimensional or global, multi-dimensional, or battery approach), informant of QoL, objective

or subjective evaluations, QoL domains (physical, psychological or social functioning), and

QoL definition if provided by the authors.

d) The longitudinal QoL research design was evaluated using the following elements: research

type (experimental, quasi-experimental or observational), an assessment diagram in which

number of observations and time between observations were given, total period of

assessments, instrument’s recall period, sample size at the start of the study (both total size

and group sizes), sample size at the end of the study, and longitudinal statistics used in the

study to test the longitudinal changes.

e) An evaluation was made of the approaches to change that underlie the studies. The

predictability approach was illustrated by the question: Was the QoL presumed to be stable

(or continuous), and was this supported by the results of the study? The plasticity

approach was illustrated by the question: What was presumed to elicit changes in QoL, and

was this supported by the results of the study?

Results

The numeric result of the computer search

The search in the CD-ROM data-bases resulted in 4064 hits. After merging the doubles,

2573 references of publications remained. Seventy percent of the references would have been
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found by solely using the MEDLINE Express data-base. None of the other databases could

have given the remaining 30% on its own. Of the 2573 references only 115 met the selection

criteria. In this selection, nine publications were non-English (French12,13,14,15, Russian16,

Swedish17, Italian18, Spanish19 or German20) and were therefore excluded. One publication was

not available in the Netherlands.21 It was decided that this publication probably was difficult to

obtain in other countries as well, and could therefore be excluded. The remaining 105

publications were studied in full. Although these 105 publications all seemed to meet the

selection criteria according to the information obtained from the data-base, only 32 fully met

the selection criteria.22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52, 53 The

general characteristics of these publications will be presented in the next paragraph. If only

MEDLINE Express would have been used, 27 publications (84%) from the final selection

would have been found anyhow. In addition, four publications (12%) originated from the CC

data-base. Although CC is specifically known for its up-to-date information, surprisingly these

four were not the most recent publications in the selection.23,27,28,35 The last article could have

been found by using PsycLIT, PsycLIT Journal Articles or EMBASE.46

The search terms used resulted in many hits that appeared not to be useful in the end. For

example, if somewhere in the reference  the word ‘child’ was used, it was selected even if

children were not the objective of the publication. Furthermore, in many references the abstract

ended with recommending the study of QoL in future research, although QoL was not the

objective of the publication. In other cases, the keyword QoL was given in the data bases to

references that did not use the word QoL in the paper at all.  Nevertheless, in retrospect it was

not possible to use a better search term when conducting the computer search.
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Closer inspection revealed that some papers were related to each other. It concerned Juniper

et al.38 with Guyatt et al.26, and Cleary et al. 47 with Donadieu et al.33 As they each had

somewhat different study aims, they were not removed from the selection.

{insert Table 1. about here}

General characteristics

The general characteristics of the 32 publications are given in Table 1. As can be seen, the

selected papers were published between 1981 and 1998. The distribution of the publication

years is heavily skewed towards the more recent years, illustrating the flourishing development

of children’s QoL instruments since the nineties. Moreover, 12 of the publications had

instrument development as their aim of study. Five of these papers tested reproducability (see

aim (e) in the introduction)30,37,39,44,45, five tested responsiveness to change (aim g)22,26,27,35,38,

and two papers tested both.28,32 Seventeen studies aimed at treatment evaluation (aim

f)23,24,25,29,31,33,34,36,40,41,42,47,48,49,50,52,53, two at describing a particular group (aim a)43,51, and one

at identifying determinants of QoL (aim c).46 None of the publications attempted to describe

developmental processes (aim b), and none aimed at predicting morbidity and mortality by

using QoL as baseline data (aim d). Seventeen publications had QoL as the main objective of the

study22,23,26,27,28,30,31,32,35,37,38,43,44,45,46,47,50, 14 considered QoL as subordinate

objective.24,25,29,33,34,36,39,40,41,42,48,49,51,52 One publication referred to QoL as a side issue

according to the introduction, but as main objective according to the discussion.53 Although

QoL is considered to include physical, psychological as well as social functioning, most studies

used separate instruments to measure one of these aspects apart from the QoL instrument.

Twenty-eight papers included extra physical variables obtained from physicians or
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parents.22,23,24,26,27,28,29,31,32,33,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,48,49,50,51,52,53 Six papers included extra

psychological variables25,28,30,34,41,44, two studies included extra social variables28,41, and two

included no other assessments than QoL assessments.45,47 Only four publications directly

tested the relation between change in QoL and other variables.22,26,27,38

Some publications reported several studies or study phases.22,37,44 The description of the

study sample concerned the longitudinal parts of these publication only. The sample size

ranged from 5 to 535 with a median of 75 children. All papers studied children with a physical

disorder, although some of them included a healthy reference group in addition.39,45,46,52 Twelve

publications used several sub-groups23,24,25,27,29,34,41,45,46,49,50,53, between group statistics were

available in all but one.53 In addition, four publications started with one group and ended up

with two groups in retrospect, with children that changed or were stable.22,28,32,38

As a rule, management and treatment of disorders improves or changes during the years, and

the conclusions drawn from certain populations could be outdated.6,10 Therefore, it was

considered important to report the years of children’s birth. Unfortunately none of the

publications reported these. To have at least some indication, the years of birth were estimated

using the age of the children, the years of enrolment and the date the papers were received or

accepted by the journals. As a result, the real years of birth could be earlier than given in the

table, which is stressed by the ‘±’-sign. One of the selection criteria was that the subjects had

to be primarily between the ages of 0 and 12 years. We had to interpret this criterion rather

liberally because the cut-off points were rarely in this age range and the exact distribution of

ages was not always completely clear. Some publications compared several age groups in their

study.26,30,38,42,45

{insert Table 2. about here}
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QoL assessment

In the next section the QoL assessment information in Table 2 is discussed in relation to the

general characteristics in Table 1. As can be seen in Table 2, various instruments or techniques

are used to measure QoL. Twenty publications presented the measurement properties of their

main QoL instrument.22,23,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,34,35,37,38,39,41,43,44,45,50 Obviously, all publications that

had instrument testing as their aim, belonged to this category. Two studies provided very little

information but suggested good measurement properties.46,47 As many as 10 publications used

instruments that had not been validated or tested at all.24,33,36,40,42,48,49,51,52,53 These were not

necessarily the oldest publications, although the oldest one was amongst them.53 Instead, these

were all publications that used QoL as a subordinate objective. Eleven publications used a

generic instrument25,27,31,35,39,43,46,48,49,50,51, 11 used a disorder specific

instrument22,24,26,29,33,34,36,37,41,44,53, seven used both23,28,30,32,38,45,47 and in three publications it

was unclear what was used.40,42,52

As stated before, QoL should be multi-factorial (physical, psychological and social well-

being), patient self-administered or parent-administered, and subjective.1,3 A multi-factorial

measure could be obtained by multi-dimensional instruments as well as by utility instruments,

although the last ones use often a final sum score instead of a profile.9 A battery approach (a

combination of instruments) could be multi-factorial but is less useful, because the instruments

in the battery usually have different formats that are difficult to combine in a profile.7 Ten

publications used multi-factorial instruments measuring physical, psychological as well as

social well-being27,29,30,31,34,36,41,44,45,49 but only seven of these reported good measurement

properties concerning reliability and validity as well.27,29,31,34,41,44,45 Eleven publications used

the child as informant22,26,27,28,29,36,38,44,45,46,48. Twenty-three publications used the parent or
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caregiver as informant, 22,23,24,26,27,30,32,33,34,35,36,37,39,42,43,44,46,47,48,49,50,52,53 five used a clinician,

teacher, nurse or psychologist as proxy.22,23,35,42,50 Five publications compared a proxy

informant like parents or clinician with the child.22,26,36,44,46. Six publications did not provide

clear information about informants, since they did not report an informant,40,41,51 or since they

mentioned that parents ‘helped if necessary’(in Table 2 referred to as ‘child-or-parent’).25,27,31

In this way, however, it is not clear how much the parent provided the answers instead of the

child.  All but three publications30,50,51 assessed subjective measurements of QoL. One

publication stated, remarkably, that the concept of QoL is subjective and therefore

unscientific.42

Preferably a QoL study covers  physical, psychological as well as social well-being in one

instrument and reports good measurement properties, assesses QoL by the children or parents

and asks for their subjective opinion. Only five publications satisfied all QoL

requirements.29,30,34,44,45

Finally, the column ‘QoL definition’ gives a nice illustration of the lack of consensus about

a definition of QoL. Twelve publications used the term Health Related Quality of Life

(HRQoL)22,23,25,26,28,30,31,32,35,39,43,47, but the definitions of these studies did not substantially

differ from the ones that used the term QoL. Eleven publications did not report a definition at

all,24,25,26,27,33,41,47,48,51,52,53 although three of them had QoL as their main study objective.26,27,47

One paper administered an open question to explore the parental understanding of the concept

QoL39: Eighty-seven percent of the parents thought that having a loving, caring family was

most necessary in order for a child to have a good QoL. Good food, activity, health, and

happiness were considered of lesser importance.

{insert Table 3 about here}
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Longitudinal QoL research design

Table 3 starts with a schematic diagram of the research design focussing on quantity and

timing of observations and interventions. As can be seen, in two publications the length of the

period between assessments is not reported.35(phase3.of 39) The length of the total assessment

period varies between 1 week (=0.25 months).32,45,52 and 10 year (=120 months).51 On average,

publications that describe a particular group (aim a, see also Table 1) had the longest

assessment periods, publications that aimed at reproducability (aim e), responsiveness to

change (aim g) or both (aim e+g) had the shortest assessment periods, and the ones that aimed

at treatment evaluation (aim f) or at identifying determinants (aim c) had assessment periods

that fell between the two extremes.

Thirteen publications reported the instrument’s recall period22,23,24,27,28,30,32,34,35,38,43,44,47,

that varied between the ‘previous three months’43 and ‘at that point of time’.23,35,44 In one

publication the recall period of the instrument coincides with the period between

assessments.32 Ten publications did not report the sample size at the end of the

study.24,29,31,34,35,41,42,45,49,53 Eight publications did not report a longitudinal statistic to test the

change in QoL24,26,29,40,42,46,51,52, although some had QoL as their main objective.26,46

Of the  five publications that satisfied all requirements for QoL assessment in Table 2

29,30,34,44,45, all had clear assessment descriptions29,30,34,45,44, some reported a recall period30,34,44,

some had good description of the sample size at the end of the study30,44, and some used

longitudinal statistics30,34,44,45, leaving two studies that met QoL assessment as well as

longitudinal requirements.30,44 Both had a rather large age range : between 8-2044 and between 5-

2030, but one presented separate results for the 5-12 and 13 to 20 year olds.30 This is a rather

small basis for making generalisations about QoL changes in children.
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{insert Figure 1. about here}

Approaching change: prediction or plasticity

 When considering the approach to change by the aim of the study, eight publications

covered predictability (aim a:43,51, aim c:46, aim e:30,37,39,44,45), 22 covered plasticity (aim

f:23,24,25,29,31,33,34,36,40,41,42,47,48,49,50,52,53; aim g:22,26,27,35,38) and two studies covered both (aim

e+g:28,32 ). At first sight, the plasticity approach to change in QoL appeared far more popular.

The picture changes when additional information is considered, collected by means of the two

questions that illustrate the approach to change: 1) Was the QoL presumed to be stable (or

continuous), and was this supported by the results of the study? (predictability); 2) What was

presumed to elicit changes in QoL, and was this supported by the results of the study?

(plasticity). Half of the publications appeared to use a mixed approach which might be

summarised as: Predictability has to be tested in children whose physical condition has not

changed, and plasticity in children whose physical condition did

change.22,25,27,28,29,30,32,37,38,39,44,45,47,49,50,51,53 Two publications presumed that changes in physical

and psychological status would change QoL.34,44 One of these found that regardless of physical

status the QoL improved during the six months period, which points to continuity or

consistency in relative ranks. In other words, they presumed plasticity but found

predictability.34 The publication with study aim c (identifying a determinant)46 measured a

combination of predictability and plasticity rather than predictability alone: these investigators

studied if changes in physical status could predict changes in QoL.

The presumption about changing QoL by changing physical status was tested in 14

publications, either by testing between groups with or without changing physical
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status22,24,28,32,34,36,38,41,49, between disorder and healthy groups27,45,46,50, or by testing the

influence of other variables on changes in QoL.22,26,27,28,38

Discussion

The discussion is organised around the approaches of change in QoL as found in the

reviewed publications, supplemented with the methodological requirements that are needed to

consider these approaches in full. Although predictability (invariability) and plasticity

(changeability) intuitively represent opposing characteristics, half of the publications used a

mixed approach. As stated before this might be summarized as: predictability has to be tested

in children whose physical condition has not changed, and plasticity in children whose physical

condition did change. In the next paragraph it is explored if this assumption can be supported

by current scientific knowledge.

Predictability

About 50% of the publications presumed the QoL to be stable or continuous, at least when

the physical status is stable. Evidence obtained from studies on adults, suggests that QoL is

quite stable anyway, and often does not reflect changes in life circumstances.54 Stability in QoL

is mainly influenced by personality traits.54 Temperament or dispositional mood influences the

QoL judgement of the individual.54,55 and determines individual differences in the tendency to

give socially desirable responses. Temperament shapes the pattern of experiences that

individuals are exposed to, leading to a stable set of life circumstances54, guides the individual in

how the experiences are interpreted, or which circumstances are noticed.56 Another stabilising

factor is adaptation and adjusting to changes in life circumstances. As a result the impact of

changes in circumstances can be detected in the short term, but in the medium term QoL
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perceptions return to a stable baseline.54 Adaptation can be influenced by social comparisons:

seriously handicapped patients evaluate their QoL as high because they compare themselves to

patients with similar problems rather than to healthy individuals.54,57 These findings contradicts

the assumption that only children with stable health would have stable QoL.

 The effects of the child’s age and level of development probably interfere with stability but

can still imply continuity, the consistency in relative rank over time. One of the factors that

influences predictions of QoL is the cognitive development of the child. The level of cognitive

development influences the child’s concepts of health and illness.58 It influences the ability of

the child to read and understand the QoL questions, to recall the relevant information and to

formulate the answer.6,7,59 A publication from our selection reported that if the statistics

between scores of younger children and adults are worse than the statistics between scores of

older children and adults, then this would be a strong indication that the younger children did

not fully understand the ratings.22 However, another publication from our selection studied the

minimum skills required by children to complete various QoL instruments.28 The Standard

Gamble method, for instance, required better than grade 6 reading skills. Children are not able to

consider whether they would prefer to remain in a certain health state or take a chance with a

new (imaginary) treatment. The children did not have problems with the other three

questionnaires in that publication. Another selected publication stated that from 4 or 5 years

upwards children are able to introspect and report upon their QoL.45 Furthermore, in a

previous publication we showed that children, like their parents, can give valid information

about the child’s QoL, although the information can be somewhat different.4

It should be noted, that individual continuity does not imply a certain shape of the

developmental functioning, nor does it imply that all children necessarily exhibit the same

pattern of development.11 Therefore, variance between children can increase when they become
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older, but a temporary increase in variance will occur too if individual differences in timing of

universal developmental events are important.60 Some of the publications in our selection

provided a comparison between two or more age groups.26,30,38,42,45, but they did not provide

variances that could support this assumption.

It may be that the levels of function in various dimensions change with age like the relative

weightings of QoL domains do.3,61 The specific impact of a medical situation also varies with

age. For example, hair loss associated with chemotherapy of childhood cancer, may be

especially disturbing during adolescence and less during childhood.7 A publication from our

selection38 accounted for this by individualising items from the activity domain, which was

regarded most likely to show heterogeneity across age. Furthermore, they reported that in

younger children fewer domains of QoL could be distinguished than in older children. As a

result it is better to use a limited age range: changes in children’s QoL are probably different

from changes in adolescents or adults, and most instruments are age-related.It is therefore

regrettable that twenty of the selected studies used age ranges of ten years or more.

Given the above, it may be inferred that children with stable health can have changes in their

QoL, although these changes might be a (developmentally guided) continuity effect rather than

resulting from changes in health. Before, it was described that stability in QoL can be caused by

other factors than merely a stable health (e.g. disposition or adaptation). In conclusion, the

assumption that QoL will be stable in children whose physical condition has not changed, can

not be supported.
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Plasticity

All studies presumed QoL to be changeable, at least when the physical status has changed.

Since this presumption was tested in only 14 publications, we conclude that this presumption

is so strong that most researchers do not feel the need to prove it.

 Nowadays, in defining QoL, a strictly “biomedical model of health” is replaced by a

broader model in which QoL contains the three factors, physical, psychological and social

functioning.9 In approaching change, however, a biomedical model is still in use, suggesting that

the only change of importance is a change in physical functioning. This approach is supported

by the publications in our selection. The use of a biomedical model on QoL change is

considered a restricted view because it ignores the possible influence of psychological or social

factors on QoL. Probably the physician’s interest in the influence of physical changes on QoL

is related to the fact that these changes can be modified by medical treatment.62 This means that

the restriction to physical variables represents a choice, which is sometimes stressed by using

the term ‘Health Related’ QoL. In studies using the restricted view, only clinical variables were

collected, and assessment of QoL was planned in relation to the medical intervention process

only.3,8,9 In our selection, 28 papers included extra physical variables in addition to the QoL

data, but only eight papers included psychological25,28,30,34,41,44, or social variables.28,41 Nineteen

studies planned there assessments in relation to a medical intervention. The restricted view

furthermore implies a linear model in that it assumes that treatment A leads to physical change

B which leads to QoL outcome C.9

Plasticity could alternatively be viewed according to a more comprehensive biopsychosocial

model. This model recognises that health and QoL are determined by psychological and social

as well as physical factors, all of which interact to produce the current QoL.9 In studies using
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this broad view, psychological and social variables were collected together with clinical

variables8,3, as was done by two papers in our selection.30,41  Furthermore, in a broad view,

medical treatments as well as psychological interventions could be beneficial in changing QoL.

In three publications psychological25,34, or social interventions were performed41 One   paper46

studied a ‘time-delay’ model, which predicts that psychosocial complications may follow the

development of disease symptoms, however with a considerable time delay. Consequently

psychosocial reactions may persist after normalisation of physical symptoms. The parents in

this study continued to report disease-related problems and remained worried although the

children were considered cured. The children however showed an abrupt adaptation to news of

being cured and even showed a super-positive QoL evaluation.46 The QoL changes could be the

result of changing priorities and goals of the individual. Calman63 defined QoL as the gap

between the patient’s expectations and achievements. The priorities and goals of an individual

must be realistic and would therefore be expected to change with time and be modified by age

and experience.63,3 Changing priorities and goals could result in changing internal standards

about what is important in QoL. This change of internal standards is also called ‘response

shift’. Response shift is the result of a psychological process that includes adaptation to the

current physical situation. However, originally response shift is approached as a purely

methodological problem. It is interpreted as a systematic bias, because the ‘real’ QoL changes

as a result of a physical condition will be overshadowed.64 Probably in order to meet with this

bias, in some publications from our selection, the QoL informants were allowed to see their

previous assessments.38,49 This reasoning seems to express a restricted view on plasticity, in

which psychosocial processes are interpreted as confounders. In a broad view, response shift is

the result of a combination of physical and psychological changes and not merely a

measurement bias. These findings contradicts the assumption that a change in health is
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necessary to generate changes in QoL. In few of the selected studies it was acknowledged that

along with changes in physical status, changes in psychological or sociological status could alter

QoL.

 Measuring QoL plasticity is furthermore complicated by situational variables at the time

of assessment. A certain mood may increase access to memories with congruent

information.54,65 Therefore, mood, diet, sleep, current level of stress, the setting (clinic, home or

laboratory), all may influence the judgement of QoL.8,9 Under time pressure or threat, adults as

well as children will not consider all domains of one’s life when giving an overall judgement of

their QoL. Instead they will choose a simpler strategy in which the emotional state at the time

of assessment will be used to base their QoL judgement upon.1,54,59 This was even promoted,

though unintentionally, by one of the selected publications, in which the investigators explained

the recall period of ‘last week’ to the children by referring to something that happened a week

ago.28 Therefore, retrospective estimates of former QoL are highly correlated with the present

state.32 The information from a questionnaire with a very long recall period may therefore

hardly differ from that assessed with a short recall period. Thus, situational variables can take

away the visibility of changes in QoL. In conclusion, the assumption that QoL scores will

change in children whose physical condition changed, can not be supported.

Interaction between predictability and plasticity

  The relation between change and health is even more complicated because factors which

influence predictability in turn influence plasticity. Predictability factors like personality and

cognitive development are potential moderators of QoL plasticity, both directly or through

experience. Experiences influence the way the child judges his or her QoL.6,9
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Methodological considerations

The interrelation between predictability and plasticity implies that longitudinal research

should contain both approaches, which has implications for the planning of the QoL

assessments.1,3,55,66 Therefore, the following aspects are recommend: Measure factors like

disposition or adaptation since they influence stability of QoL. Use limited age ranges and use

age appropriate control groups to rule out continuity effects. Measure the medical,

psychological as well as sociological status of the children to approach change of QoL in a

broad view. Control for situational variables that might take away the visibility of changes in

QoL.

It is somewhat worrying that only two publications met all QoL assessment requirements

as well as longitudinal requirements. Several publications discuss the basic necessities for

conducting QoL studies in general8,9,10,55,67,68 and longitudinal QoL studies in particular3,11,69,70,

or give good suggestions for presentation.71 Instead of repeating all requirements that are needed

for a good longitudinal QoL design, we refer to these publications and to the results and

discussion in this paper. In addition, the following aspects are considered important: Firstly,

the sample size should be big enough to avoid type 2 errors (concluding that there is no

difference between groups when there really is a difference) although repeated measures designs

have an increased power to detect between group differences. Secondly, QoL assessed

prospectively (e.g. ‘How did you feel today ’)  differs from QoL obtained in retrospect (e.g.

‘How did you feel on a certain day one year ago’). Therefore, QoL is not recoverable once lost.

Careful attention to the timing of measurement and consistency of measurement across

treatment arms is important.3,8 Thirdly, As the choice of informant influences the QoL

judgements9,4,72,73, the same informant should be used at all points of measurement. If, for
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instance, at start a proxy is used because the child is to young to fill in questionnaires, maintain

the proxy as informant even when the child can read at a later time. Do not mix scores of

various informants. Fourthly, some of the selected publications used an instrument without

limited measurement properties, and most instruments did not meet the basic requirements for

measuring QoL. At present many QoL instruments for children are being developed and it must

be possible to choose one that meets all requirements.5,7,8,59,67,68,74,75,76,77 Preferably, a multi-

dimensional questionnaire with a limited number of scales should be used, because the repeated

measurement of scales enlarges the volume of statistical tests needed, which enlarges the

number of measurement errors. For that matter, finally, the choice of longitudinal statistics

could direct possibilities in studying the changeability of QoL. For instance, correlations test

the strength of a relation between time points, but not differences in height. This will imply

that changes in QoL cannot be studied using correlations.

In conclusion, since many publications from the selection used large age ranges, various

disorder groups, different QoL assessments and assessment periods, results of these studies

can not be generalised.  Five publications defined and measured QoL according to the current

consensus (multi-factorial, self- or parent-administered, subjective). Only two of these papers

met the longitudinal requirements as well (clear assessment period, recall period, sample size at

end of study, longitudinal statistics). Thus, more studies are needed that meet QoL as well as

longitudinal requirements. Despite the growing consensus that QoL is variable over time,

information about the underlying approach to change is scarce: Can QoL be stable over time

(predictability), or if it changes, by what did it change (plasticity)? In our selection a mixed

model of predictability and plasticity is used but seldom explicitly tested: stable physical

health gives stable QoL and changes in physical health change QoL. As described in the
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discussion this mixed model can not be supported by current scientific knowledge. It is rarely

acknowledged that psychological, social and situational variables can change QoL as well. In

future, more discussion is needed about how variable with time QoL really is, as this influences

the planning of the assessments and guides the interpretation of changes in children as well as in

adults.
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